Introduction 53
The consumption of alcohol engages and is regulated by neural systems mediating 54 responses to naturally reinforcing ingestive stimuli (Anstrom et contribute to differential susceptibility to excessive alcohol intake (Murphy et al. 2002) . Within 57 this context, one of the most salient predictors of alcohol intake observed across species is 58 preference for and consumption of naturally rewarding sweet substances. Human alcoholics 59 exhibit preference for more highly concentrated sucrose solutions than non-alcoholic control 60 subjects (Kampov-Polevoy et al. 1997 , 1998 other sweet stimuli, sodium salts, halide salts, acidic stimuli and bitter tastants ( Table 1) . The 176 majority of stimuli and selected concentrations were comparable to those used in our prior 177 investigation of ethanol taste processing by brain stem neurons in Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats 178 (Lemon et al. 2004 ). All stimuli were of high purity and dissolved in reverse osmosis purified 179 water. Ethanol solutions were diluted from a 95% beverage-grade ethanol stock. All stimuli and 180 water rinse solutions were presented at room temperature. All chemicals were purchased from 181
Sigma (St. Louis, MO). 182
For sequencing during data collection, stimuli were assigned to 1 of 4 groups (Table 1:  183 group I, prototype taste stimuli; group II, ethanol series; group III, sucrose series; group IV, 184 additional taste stimuli) tested in numeric order and stimulus ordering within a group varied. 185
The ordering of stimuli in groups I and IV was randomized for each cell. Concentration series in 186 groups II and III were always presented in ascending order. This procedure intended to first 187 collect a common basic set of taste (group I) and ethanol (group II) data from neurons in the 188 event that cells were lost later in a recording session.
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During taste trials stimuli were applied to the anterior tongue and palate, consistent with 193 our prior neurophysiological study on ethanol taste in randomly bred rats (Lemon et al. 2004) . 194
Taste receptors on the anterior tongue and palate are innervated by afferents of cranial nerve 195 VII, which is known to contribute to circuits serving taste discriminative function (Spector and 196 Grill 1992; Spector et al. 1997; St. John and Spector 1998) . Stimulus solutions were flowed into 197 the mouth at constant rate (~ 4 ml/sec) using a gravity flow system, as described previously 198 using approximately 125 ml of purified water. The animal's mouth was also bathed by this inter-212 trial water rinse through the delivery system to ensure removal of the stimulus on the preceding 213 trial from oral epithelia, precluding adaptation effects. The inter-trial interval was 1.5 to 2 min 214 and was sufficient to allow neurons to return to baseline levels of spontaneous spike discharge. 215 Some stimulus trials were replicated to determine the reliability of evoked activity. 216
217

Data Analysis 218
Custom Spike2 script calculated and saved response parameters from template-219 matched single-unit spike trains recorded on each trial. Oral responses by individual cells were 220 defined as the number of spikes arising during the 10 sec stimulus presentation minus the 221 number of spikes during the 10 sec pre-stimulus (water) period. Responses on replicate trials 222 taken from individual neurons were averaged. This method of quantifying neural activity was 223 selected to be consistent with our prior investigation of oral sensory activity to ethanol in rat NTS 224 (Lemon et al. 2004 ). Statistical analyses of neural response data were performed using 225 MATLAB (v 7.7, The MathWorks, Natick, MA), the Statistics Toolbox for MATLAB (v 7.0, The 226 MathWorks, Natick, MA), SPSS (v 17.0, IBM, Somers, NY) and manually using a spreadsheet 227 program. 228
Hierarchical cluster analysis was used to identify general trends in gustatory responding 229 across W and P neurons. This analysis suggested groups of neurons based on taste profile 230 dissimilarity, as given by 1 minus the Pearson coefficient of correlation (r) among responses to 231 prototype taste stimuli (group I, Table 1 ). Cluster analysis was performed using an unweighted 232 average distance amalgamation algorithm. Dendrograms describing dissimilarity (and similarity) 233 relationships among neurons and neural groups within the W and P lines were constructed from 234 the resulting cluster distances. The correct number of clusters for each solution was determined 235 by inspection of a "scree plot" of cluster distances against amalgamation steps (cf. Lemon et al. 2004 ). In the present study, 242 the association between sensitivity to sucrose and ethanol was examined for W and P neurons 243 by dividing the neural sample into groups showing relatively low (S 0 ) or high (S 1 ) sensitivity to 244 sucrose and evaluating activity to ethanol across and within these neuronal groups and rat lines. 245
The k-means algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979) applied to responses to several 246 concentrations of sucrose partitioned neurons into S 0 and S 1 types. In brief, k-means assigned 247 neurons to one of 2 clusters (i.e., k = 2) in a manner that minimized dissimilarity among the 248 sucrose response properties of neurons within a cluster. Pairwise dissimilarity among the 249 sucrose response profiles of neurons was measured using squared Euclidean distance, a metric 250 sensitive to response magnitude differences. The endpoint of k-means clustering as applied 251
here was that neurons in one cluster (e.g., S 0 ) were as similar to one another as possible by 252 their responses to sucrose, and as different as possible from neurons in the other cluster (e.g., 253 S 1 ). To avoid local minima, k-means was replicated at least 50 times using random starting 254 configurations to identify among replicates the best clustering solution (i.e., that which returned 255 the lowest total sum of distances). The best solution was used for data interpretation, and the 256 same best solution emerged over multiple runs of the analysis. and tastants were compared between lines using a z statistic (Howell 2010 tested with group I stimuli both initially and again following completion of all group IV trials, 293 responses to prototype stimuli did not change over time (13 cells, repeated measures ANOVA, 294 n.s. time × stimulus interaction, F 3,36 = 0.2, p = 0.9). Moreover, pre-stimulus baseline spike 295 discharge rates did not differ between the first and last trial in a unit recording session (n.s. 296 paired samples t test: P cells, t 49 = -0.4, p = 0.7; W cells, t 38 = -0.7, p = 0.5). The quality of the 297 recording from a sample neuron (P rat) is shown in Figure 1 . 298
Insert Figure 1 about here 300
To evaluate the distributions of neurons sampled in W and P rats, groupings of cells 302 sharing similar tuning profiles were identified in each line by hierarchical cluster analyses of 303 responses to group I stimuli (Table 1) , which included prototypical sweet, sodium salt, acidic 304 and bitter tastants. W and P neurons were clustered separately. Five clusters were identified 305 for W neurons and 6 clusters were found for P cells. These neural groupings included cells that 306 were oriented towards but not specifically tuned to NaCl (clusters W1 and P1, Fig. 2) , 307 responded the strongest to quinine (W2 and P2), were broadly sensitive to NaCl, HCl and 308 quinine (W3 and P3) and were oriented towards sucrose and NaCl (W4 and P4). A wide array 309 of common types of taste-sensitive neurons was sampled from W and P rats. Other clusters 310 included P neurons broadly sensitive across prototype stimuli (P5 and P6) and W neurons 311 oriented to HCl and NaCl (W5). As observed in many other neurophysiological studies of the 312 NTS, taste-sensitive neurons recorded here were generally multisensitive: they responded to 313 stimuli from multiple taste categories. 314
Insert Figure 2 about here 316 ), confirming that neurons classified 341 as S 1 indeed display significantly greater activity to sucrose. On average, S 0 and S 1 neurons in 342 both lines also show activity to non-sweet taste stimuli ( Fig. 3c ; cf. Lemon et al. 2004) . 343
Insert Figure 3 about here 345
Although the overall neural response to oral ethanol was similar between W and P rats 347 (n.s. main effect of rat line, F 1,78 = 0.7, p = 0.4; n.s. rat line × ethanol concentration interaction, 348 
Insert Figure 4 about here 361
Activity to oral ethanol by taste-sensitive neurons recorded from P rats was also 363 influenced by concentration and neural sucrose sensitivity (main effect of ethanol concentration, 364 greater than that observed for P cells, which displayed only moderately or minimally correlated 426 responses between ethanol and prototype taste stimuli in general. 427
Insert Figure 5 about here 429
Coefficients of correlation provide a useful index of pairwise similarity between neural 431 activity to ethanol and selected stimuli. However, a more thorough description of (Table 1) . Although not all cells could be used for 436 MDS, the relative proportions of neurons from each taste profile class (Fig. 2) 
8). MDS captured meaningful relationships among across-neuron 442
responses to tastants. The MDS plot for W cells in Figure 6a shows that activity to sweet, 443 sodium salt, and aversive halide, acidic and bitter stimuli (Table 1) 
2004). 452 ----------------------------------453 Insert Figure 6 about here 454 ----------------------------------455
In P neurons, MDS also differentiated activity evoked by sugars, sodium salts and 456 aversive stimuli, the latter of which strongly clustered in scaling space (Fig. 6b) . MDS 457 positioned responses of P neurons to all concentrations of ethanol in a unique region of the 458 scaling space unpopulated by activity to other classes of taste stimuli. This segregation of 459 ethanol by MDS suggests that ethanol's oral sensory neural signal in P rats is not strongly 460 associated with activity to any of the tested taste chemicals, which included various sweet 461 stimuli, sodium salts and aversive salt, acidic and bitter tastants. This differs from the pattern 462 observed in W neurons, where responses to moderate and high concentrations of ethanol 463 showed strong and selective similarity to activity evoked by sweet tastants (Fig. 6a) still revealed a relatively distinct clustering of response patterns to ethanol in the P line (Fig. 7) .
----------------------------------471 Insert Table 2 and Figure 7 about here 472 ----------------------------------473 474
Discussion 475
This study analyzed associations between oral sensory responses to ethanol and taste 476 stimuli by gustatory-sensitive medullary neurons in selectively bred ethanol-preferring P rats and 477 their genetically heterogeneous Wistar control strain. Analyses of W neurons showed that the 478 oral sensory signal for ethanol is predominantly distributed to cells with heightened sensitivity to 479 sucrose (S 1 neurons) relative to units showing low sucrose responses (S 0 neurons, Fig. 4a) . 480
Across W neurons, increasing concentrations of ethanol induced increasing firing rates in S 1 , 481 but not S 0 , cells (Figs. 4c, 4d) . Further, robust and selective similarities between population 482 responses to ethanol and sweet stimuli by W neurons emerged from correlation and multivariate 483 analyses (Figs. 5, 6, 7 and Table 2 ). These data indicate that oral ethanol elicits responses in 484 taste-sensitive neurons in W rats that closely approximate activity to appetitive sweet stimuli. 485
Neural activity to oral ethanol in P rats was, as in W rats, larger in S 1 neurons compared 486 to S 0 cells (Fig. 4b ) and responses to ethanol by S 1 neurons did not differ between the P and W 487 lines (Fig. 4c ). Yet unlike W neurons, P S 0 cells showed significant increases in firing rate to 488 increasing concentrations of oral ethanol (Fig. 4d) . Across-neuron responses to ethanol and 489 sweet stimuli by P neurons displayed a significantly lower correlation than that observed for W 490 cells ( Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). Multivariate analysis indicated that the population response to 491 ethanol across P cells was not easily associated with activity to any of the taste stimuli tested, 492 which included representative sweet, sodium salt, aversive halide salt, acidic and bitter stimuli 493 (Figs. 6, 7) . The above data suggest that the neural representation of oral ethanol by taste-494 sensitive neurons in alcohol-preferring P rats differs from that of nonselected W rats. Further, 495 these findings raise the possibility that in P rats the overall oral sensory signal for ethanol 496 conveyed by gustatory-responsive neurons is distinct from representations of stimuli from 497 existing sweet, salt, acidic and bitter taste classes. 498
The strong and selective association found between responses to sweet stimuli and 499 In both W and P lines ethanol similarly and strongly activated S 1 cells (Fig. 4) and 557 patterns of activity across S 1 neurons alone, selected for their heightened sensitivity to sucrose, 558 can generally distinguish sucrose from non-sweet tastants (Fig. 7) . In light of this, we 559 hypothesized that the distinct neural representation of ethanol observed across P neurons may 560 be composed of a sucrose-like component contributed by S 1 cells, with other features combining 561 to form a unique overall representation. If so, across-unit responses by P S 1 neurons alone 562 should logically represent ethanol and sucrose similarly relative to other taste inputs. However, 563 this prediction was not fully realized. As shown in Figure 7 , a plot of the first two dimensions of 564 three dimensional MDS revealed that across-unit activity by S 1 neurons in P rats distinguished 565 ethanol from non-sweet sodium salt and aversive halide, acidic and bitter stimuli, but also 566 differentiated ethanol from concentrations of sucrose that evoked robust activity (0.03 to 1 M; cf. 567 Fig. 3b ) and other effective sweet stimuli; the third dimension of MDS applied to P S 1 cells (not 568 shown in Fig. 7 ) further separated ethanol from relatively weakly effective concentrations of 569 sucrose (0.01 M) and quinine (0.0001 M). In contrast, S 1 neurons in W rats showed responses 570 to ethanol that were strongly associated with activity to salient concentrations of sucrose and 571 other sweet tastants (Fig. 7) . Ethanol additionally produced concentration-dependent activation 572 of S 0 neurons in P rats (Fig. 4) . Although MDS analysis of responses by S 0 cells alone yielded 573 less clear distinctions of taste stimuli in both rat lines, patterns of response to ethanol across P 574 S 0 cells still showed a noticeable degree of separation from taste categories (Fig. 7) , as based 575 on positioning in the scaling space. 576
Although one interpretation of these data is that neural message for ethanol carried by 577 taste-sensitive neurons in P rats does not clearly track features of stimuli from known taste 578 categories, other possibilities exist. Defining associations between ethanol's oral sensation and 579 taste is ideally achieved by testing stimuli representative of all possible permutations of taste 580 quality, including mixtures, as well as stimuli of variable intensity. The present study in P and W 581 rats was designed a priori to specifically examine in these lines relationships between neural 582 activity to ethanol and sweet stimuli, given prior data from rodent is dramatically reduced using three-dimensional MDS but is not further appreciably reduced 884 using four or five dimensional analyses. Thus, three-dimensional MDS was used. Axes 885 represent arbitrary units. Stimuli are color coded according to their general taste category: 886 black, sweet; red, ethanol; blue, sodium salt; green, acid; brown, bitter or aversive. 887 
